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'Wonders are many but none more wonderful than man.' Great indeed is man; it appears that the
macrocosm is in the microcosm of man's body. He is an old and eternal philosophical problem,
which has always been a challenge to thinkers. The author in her present work carries out an indepth study of the Sikh scriptures with a view to present a systematic exposition of the concept of
man in Sikhism. After presenting a brief account of the Sikh history and philosophy, she set forth
the Sikh views covering various dimensions and aspects of man, viz. nature and constitution of
man; his position in relation to God, universe and society; purpose of his existence, and attainment
of summum bonum. According to the Sikh view, man is an integral unity of matter, like, mind and
spirit. He is the central figure in the universe. Because spirit and self-consciousness is fundamental
in him, he alone has the capacity of freeing himself from matter and mind, and of involution
leading to the focus of his Being. His infinite creative power and his capacity to deepen his
inwardness endows him...
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A whole new e-book with an all new viewpoint. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e pdf. I am just very happy to inform you
that this is the greatest book i have read through within my own life and could be he best pdf for ever.
-- Ha nk Tr eutel
An extremely wonderful ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this composed e publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- K imber ly Ca r r oll
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